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Coryer Staffing
Helping good people
find great jobs.
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• For companies seeking
talented employees.
• For individuals desiring
great jobs.
• For our community
experiencing growth
and opportunity.
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Publisher’s View

E

ach year I look forward to the Strictly Business Forum. It is a morning of conversation with
people who are at the top of their game. We invite representatives from every segment of the
regional economy – people who are making the decisions that will shape our future.

I’ve always been struck by the enthusiasm and candor our guests bring to the table and this year
was no exception. Discussions centered around the issues facing all businesses, but this year
we added new questions: What makes you optimistic about the future of business in the North
Country? What concerns you? I believe you will find the answers interesting.
As the morning drew to a close we wrapped up the Forum with Garry Douglas and his insight
about what happened in 2016 and his predictions for the new year. And then we surprised three
North Country stars.
Mike Carpenter took the podium to honor a man who has been a fixture in the
Plattsburgh business community for decades. Bob Smith, of Nine Platt Hospitality
Group, owner of Best Western Plus and the Ground Round Restaurant, is a
doer. If there is a problem that needs wise counsel, Bob is there and he gives
unselfishly of his time and talent to work toward a solution. Mike also lauded Bob
for his willingness to offer advice on the sometimes difficult issues facing family
businesses.
Betsy Vicencio chose to honor Paul Sands, former general manager of WPTZ,
Channel 5, and a driving force throughout the merger of CVPH Medical Center
and the University of Vermont Health Network. During his tenure at WPTZ, Paul
was known for his insightful editorials and his closing line, “That’s my opinion;
what’s yours?” Paul will soon leave the area for retirement on the east coast of
Florida. We couldn’t let him go without offering our appreciation for all he has
done for the North Country.
And then it was my turn to pay tribute to a longtime friend and an unsung hero.
John Homburger, Vice President of Business Affairs at SUNY Plattsburgh
has made an immeasurable contribution to the university and to the community.
Through good times and bad, it was John who was charged with understanding
complex financial situations and making everything work. John will retire in June
of 2017. We wanted to send him off with the thanks of the business community
and his friends and admirers.
In this issue of Strictly Business we present you with the highlight of our 27th
annual Forum. I believe the more we know about what our fellow business leaders
are thinking, the better prepared we will be to make informed decisions. And that
will be good for business.

Herbert O. Carpenter, Publisher

Are you an experienced writer with an interest in
local business?
Strictly Business is looking for new talent to join our
team of writers. Please send a brief bio and writing
sample to kristin.cleveland@thenortheastgroup.com.
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TABLE 1

The Year in Focus

Top Row: Rick Martindale, Kerry Haley, Julie Huttig, Peter Trout, Cristina Lussi. Bottom Row: Jim Kopaska, Kristin Cleveland, Colin Read, Mike O’Connor.

By Kristin Cleveland

A

s the business leaders at Table One started reflecting on
2016 and talking about the year ahead, Rick Martindale
quipped to Plattsburgh’s new mayor, “What hat are you
wearing today, Colin?”

Jim Kopaska, Plant Manager of Johns Manville, a Berkshire
Hathaway company which manufactures building products such as
residential and commercial insulation, roofing, mechanical insulation and materials.

The question drew laughs (and a suggestion of cloning), but as the morning’s conversation progressed, it became clear that past success and
future potential for many of the businesses represented at the table—
and others around the region—is directly related to an entrepreneurial
spirit and the ability to switch hats—and perspectives—when necessary.

Kerry Haley, Executive Director of The Foundation of Champlain Valley
Physicians Hospital (CVPH), which raises money to support CVPH, as
well as many community health programs that serve the region.

Joining the discussion at the table were:
Rick Martindale, Senior Partner at Martindale Keysor & Co., PLLC,
a certified public accounting firm in Plattsburgh.
Cristina Lussi, Vice President of the Crowne Plaza Hotel in Lake
Placid, which was established by her parents in 1969.
Colin Read, new Mayor of Plattsburgh, Professor of Economics and
Finance at SUNY Plattsburgh, and Owner of the Champlain Wine
Company in downtown Plattsburgh.
Michael O’Connor, Senior Vice President and Investment Advisor
with Wells Fargo Advisors in Plattsburgh.
Peter Trout, Chief of Services at Behavioral Health Services North
(BHSN), which serves the tri-county area with 24 behavioral health
services and social service programs.
6 | sbmonthly.com
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Julie Huttig, Owner of Huttig Nissan and NAPA Auto Parts on Route
3 in Plattsburgh.

Looking Back and Ahead
There was a sense of satisfaction about 2016 despite election uncertainty and change. Many found themselves balancing local needs with
national demands, and others wondered how labor regulations might
change under the new administration and affect seasonal employees
and overtime; others wondered about trade.
Wells Fargo Advisors started 2016 after a strong 2015. Mike O’Connor
admitted that his most significant challenges were nationally driven—
making sure that customers knew that his firm was a separate entity
from Wells Fargo Bank after its unauthorized account scandal; and
keeping his clients’ investments on steady course as the presidential election loomed. “A good deal of what we do is emotion driven,”
he said. “With the election cycle, people have been either afraid or
excited, and we’ve been trying to temper emotion and keep people
in place with their investments, rather than reacting.”

Although Martindale Keysor doesn’t compete nationally, Rick
Martindale said the accounting business in general is at an all-time
high, and 2016 will have been his firm’s best year yet. “We’ve carved
out several niches for ourselves, which have contributed to our success. We’re probably the largest auditing firm for nonprofits in the
North Country,” he said. The firm has clients in the Tri-Lakes area,
and a few in Burlington, and does a great deal of work north of the
border, thanks to relationships the firm has built with Canadian
accounting firms.
Peter Trout characterized 2016 as an exciting year as BHSN participated in the shift away from the fee-for-service healthcare model to
prepare for value-based care and payments. “There’s a lot of research
that shows that good health care is only a 20 percent predictor of
positive healthcare outcomes,” said Trout. “The other 80 percent is
predicted by what are labeled as ‘social determinants of health’—
where someone lives, how they eat, how they socialize. We’ve been
busy partnering with primary care and hospital initiatives to bring
primary care to our main adult program in Morrisonville, where
we’ll be able to serve as a one-stop shop for primary care, substance
abuse, and mental health services all within the confines of one building.” Over the last year BHSN also expanded school-based services to
every school district in the county. In addition, BHSN is nearing the
final architectural design stages for a new facility, and “we should be
breaking ground as soon as the ground thaws in June, maybe July,”
Trout said with a wink.
2016 was a big year for The Foundation of CVPH. While the hospital’s new affiliation with the University of Vermont Health Network
is a great thing for health care in the region, Kerry Haley pointed out
that a lot of donors like to keep their dollars local. “We’ve worked
hard to get the message out that dollars stay local and support our
community,” she said. “Our staff is paid for by the hospital, so all of
the dollars we raise go right back into our community.” One of the
big grants they secured this year was $200,000 from the NYS Health
Foundation. It’s been used to expand pickle ball courts, Fitness in
the Park programs, and other programs that encourage community fitness.
For Johns Manville, it was a great year nationally. “Right now there
is a significant shortfall of housing starts versus population growth.
That means there is good opportunity for growth in our industry, and
a lot of reason for optimism and stability in our business,” said Jim
Kopaska. The Plattsburgh plant is a small one, with only 31 employees
and a very small footprint, but it’s very efficient. It does
the same dollars in sales as the 220-person assembly
piece part plant Kopaska previously managed. Recently
the plant implemented a change in shift structure.
“We have two shifts that run 10 hours, 4 days, giving
employees long weekends,” said Kopaska. Previously
the plant operated on 12-hour shifts that had work-life
balance upside down for our team members. Kopaska
said the employees were initially resistant to the change.
“Now they wouldn’t go back if we tried. It has tipped
the scales of work-life balance in the employees’ favor
while also increasing our productivity. It’s been good
for our people and our business.”

Be prepared
to work hard.
Your job is
one thing;
quality of life is
another. Think
about what it
means to be an
entrepreneur
no matter what
line of work
you’re in.
— Rick Martindale

People don’t
care what you
know until they
know you care.
— Michael O’Connor

Provide quality
care and
compassion.
Treat every
employee as
if they were a
family member.
— Peter Trout

Julie Huttig acquired the Plattsburgh dealership in July 2015, making 2016 her first full
year in business. “We’ve gained quite a bit of
market share from the Burlington area, and
we’ve started to get some customers from the
Albany and the Glens Falls area.” Her biggest challenge in 2017 will be building a new
facility that meets the standards most auto
manufacturers now require of dealerships.
She’s acquired the property, but even after a
great 2016, she admits that it’s daunting. “The
automotive industry is very cyclical, and we’re
headed into a bit of a downward track,” she
said. “With the new administration and trade
agreements, everybody’s a little bit nervous
about what might happen with the cars coming from Japan and elsewhere. Manufacturers
demand certain standards, but how many cars
do we have to sell to pay for customer lounges
and chandeliers? Regardless of the standards,
we are excited about the opportunities ahead
of us,” Huttig added.
Cristina Lussi pointed to similar pressures in
the hospitality industry—from the constant
growth in inventory to the “product improvement plans” required every 10 years (or less)
by hotel chains. “More hotels are being built
all the time,” said Lussi, “and with boutique
hotels springing up everywhere, you really
have to be clever to figure out how to fill those
beds.” The Crowne Plaza only recently completed a $3 million upgrade of its facility, and
just spent $100,000 on broadband wireless
improvements. “And now my 42-inch TVs
are obsolete,” she said. “I have to be smart
about which products are the most important to my guests. Do they really want shiatsu
massage chairs while waiting for their cars?”

Quebec Connections and
the Growth of Transportation
Equipment & Aerospace (TEA)
Sector
Another topic was the region’s growing
economic connection to Quebec and how
the growth of the region’s Transportation
Equipment & Aerospace sector might affect
business. Like many in Plattsburgh, Colin
Read’s Champlain Wine Company has felt
the strain the weak Canadian dollar has put
on tourism-related businesses. “We’re not
seeing as many visitors from Quebec in the
summertime,” he said, but added, “I think
that’s temporary.”
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Change is
the new
normal,
so it’s
important to
offer creative
solutions
instead of just
pointing out
problems.
— Colin Read
Colin Read

Lussi confirmed that—noting that Lake
Placid has seen a proliferation of Canadian
hikers—and shared that the hospitality
business in the North Country had a better up-tic than New York State during 2016.
“Right now in Lake Placid, the Crowne Plaza
is the leader in occupancy, and it’s because of
our diverse business—tourism, conferences,
meetings and events.”

Maintain and
build new
relationships.
Business
is built on
relationships.

While many at the table haven’t been directly
affected by the expansion of the TEA sector
or arrival of Norsk Titanium, Martindale
pointed out that professional services like
his are always impacted by more businesses
coming to town. “We’re obviously not going
to be servicing Norsk Titanium,” he said,
“but we may get a fair number of smaller
companies—typically vendors—who come
to the area to service companies like Norsk
more efficiently.”

Be a leader. Be
accountable.
If it means
you need to
grab a broom
and sweep the
driveway, grab
that broom.
Be energetic,
and most
importantly,
be kind. We’re
selling cars, it’s
not hard!

Trout added that BHSN’s services also would
benefit any employer coming into the area.
“One in five people in the United States have
a mental health issue, and any expansion of
the workforce would need the supportive
services we offer,” he said.

— Kerry Haley

—Julie Huttig

Of all the businesses represented at the table, Johns Manville will see
the most direct impact of the arrival of Norsk Titanium. For Kopaska,
it means competition for good employees. “My biggest concern is that
Norsk is going to consume a lot of middle-tier employees in the area
and that will make staffing very challenging. We have a fairly significant skilled labor gap in the area,” he said.

Workforce Development
That gap—and the accompanying need for workforce development—
emerged as one of the most prominent themes of the morning. The
other big topic was the role that millennials might play in filling it.
Lussi named labor as her Number One concern, and echoed the need
for better training at the primary and secondary education levels. “I
need that service worker,” she said. “I’m doing the H2B Visa, which
is very expensive, but it’s a guaranteed workforce that knows how to
provide my services—they know how to cook, how to clean rooms
and they’re trained. Do you know how many college graduates I have
who come to work for me and don’t know how to write a letter?”
For the mental health care field, Trout said that workforce development is the biggest concern from top to bottom. “What’s gotten a lot of
media attention locally is the lack of psychiatrists in the area,” he said.
“We have a strategy, collaborating with CVPH and UVM to develop an
employment practice for psychiatrists who would be assigned to UVM,
but who would be deployed in in-patient and out-patient settings in the
North Country. It’s exciting, but it still has to come to fruition.” He added
that the area is also in desperate need of good psychiatric nurses, nurse
practitioners and qualified social workers. And for some of the entrylevel positions, BHSN has had to bring in people who don’t have a lot
of experience, and give them internal training. New minimum wage
requirements are also an ongoing challenge, “especially when we’re dealing with human lives,” he said. “It’s not a widget that’s being produced.”
For O’Connor and Martindale, a big problem is the lack of a “bench.”
O’Connor said that after the financial meltdown of 2003, people from
many investment firms went into more stable mergers and acquisitions. “As a result the bench in our industry is relatively thin,” he said.
“I think it’s starting to improve, but there aren’t a lot of people to hand
things off to, and there are massive dollars that will need to be advised.”

For others, that possible influx of businesses
also means potential. “It means more people to sell more cars to,” said Huttig. And
Lussi pointed out that Lake Placid is always
happy to host meetings and conferences for
Canadian companies. Haley added that new
company partners are always a good thing
for the Foundation. “Our challenge will be
engaging those companies to be a part of
supporting community health when their
headquarters aren’t here—it makes it more
difficult to have that conversation about
investing in our programs,” she said.

8 | sbmonthly.com
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Kerry Haley and Julie Huttig

“My concern is li ke Mi ke’s,” said
Attracting and Training
Martindale. “I don’t want to work forMillennials
ever. Someday we will need to cash out
Colin Read pointed out that the labor gap
on our company investment and retire.
mirrors the recruiting challenges that
So we will need to sell our practice, but
SUNY Plattsburgh has faced as the state’s
we don’t have that next generation just yet.
high school population declines. “About
And that’s in part because many accounone-third of our students are drawn from
tants tend to fall out of public accounting
the local area and two-thirds come from
because it can grind you up and spit you
elsewhere. We estimate by about 2040 our
out,” he said. “And also many of today’s
18-year-old population will decline by
generation don’t want to work 80 hours/
about 35 percent compared to 2010,” he
week for three months out of the year, and Keep it simple. If you get the basic things
said. “That’s caused the college to re-evalthey find it very easy to jump into indus- right, you'll do well.
uate its thinking about how to get a bigger
try instead, where it’s typically a 40 hr./ — Cristina Lussi
piece of a smaller pie.”
week year-round. It’s hard for Martindale
Keysor to compete with IBM in Burlington—the pay scales aren’t the “The fact is, millennials are going to be that next workforce,” added Read.
same. What are we going to do down the road?” he asked. “Do you “Our challenge is to make sure that our community is appealing enough
merge, do you bring another firm from out of the area, do you develop for them. If they didn’t grow up here, they’re choosing to come here,
a 10-year program for getting out? Nobody wants an 80-year-old CPA. and we have to compete with towns like Eugene, Austin and Denver.”
A president, yes; a Supreme Court Justice, yes; but not an accountant.”
“I employ millennials, but I also have two millennial children,” said
Haley has even seen generational challenges with Foundation vol- Huttig. “They’re both in our businesses now, and the challenge is creunteers. Most are retired community members. “Younger workers ating that quality of life that makes them want to stay in this area.
have work schedules and want to have time for their activities, so they My oldest son is 27 and lives in Saratoga because there’s more to do
don’t have a lot of time to fit volunteering in,” said Haley. “Some of for people his age. Plattsburgh needs to be that kind of place if we’re
our volunteer programs have necessary structures like training, but going to keep this next generation in our community and thriving.”
we’re trying to look at ways we can adjust and be less rigid in our
requirements to entice that younger group to be a part of what we do."
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Kopaska pointed out that one of the biggest challenges he sees is helping workers
develop the appropriate work mindset. “I was raised in Iowa where agriculture is
prevalent and work ethic seems to be born and bred into people,” he said. “In this
area there seem to be challenges around initiative, drive and urgency. If it’s prevalent, it’s only going to breed itself as the norm.” While that mindset is worrisome,
he said that he’s also found millennials to be fairly innovative and adaptable. “They
don’t mind change and are more willing to try new things,” he said. “The generation
that’s exiting the workforce brought a lot of stability and reliability. Unfortunately, I
hear a lot of manufacturing management trying to structure their workforce around
that, but those aren’t the workers you’re going to have going forward,” he said. “That’s
not what this new generation thinks about. It’s about resiliency, about overcoming,
making it through. That willingness to change can be an advantage if used correctly.”
Johns Manville has started an investment plan for each employee. It’s not a retirement plan, but “a way that we’re investing personally in every one of those employees
to create interest and that level of commitment from them,” said Kopaska. We might
be giving them more responsibility, or training them in something they’re interested in, giving them variety beyond being a forklift driver.” He admitted that not
everyone has bought into the concept. “But to be prepared for what’s next and stay
competitive, I think it’s important,” he said.

Be genuine in your actions and in your
leadership. Be willing to get involved and
put yourself out there; it will give you
exposure and perspective.

At the Crowne Plaza, millennials who work for Lussi are also eager for training.
“We’ve never had more training or more opportunities to get people into leadership—
not just the skills they’re doing at the front desk or as a dining room server—they
want to grow,” said Lussi. “My challenge is giving them that training and helping
them build the flexible schedules that they want.”

— Jim Kopaska

You’ve Got Big Plans For Your Business...
We’ve Got The Team To Help You
Just like you, our business started in the North Country, and
we’re still headquartered here today.
We’ve got the most experienced lending team in
Plattsburgh. They understand the unique needs of the
Champlain Valley, and want to help your business grow and
succeed.
Call us today, and let’s work together to achieve your goals.

Bank
Champlain National
www.champlainbank.com
Plattsburgh
562-1785 or 561-6000
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Lisa Roberts
SVP of Commercial Lending

Tim Kononan
VP of Commercial Lending

Edward Finnerty
VP/Legal Counsel

Optimism Ahead
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“In my new job, I have to be optimistic,” Colin
Read said. “I’ve always made it my business
to look for those silver linings. I think millennials want to be engaged, but I think our
generation has made it difficult. Because of
some of the financial turmoil, a lot of people in our generation are hanging on longer,
and that’s not creating the avenues for young
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Julie Huttig echoed that in reflecting on how
supportive the community has been
her
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Daniel Fordham, CPA

Rick Martindale thinks we’re on the cusp
of something great—he’s seen his own
chil-Martindale,
Rick
Rick
dren elect to live here and is optimistic
thatMartindale,
Daniel
Fordham,
Daniel
demand will bring opportunities that
will Fordham,
attract others. Mike O’Connor added, “I
think there’s tremendous opportunity for a
‘me at age 31.’”
Peter Trout’s biggest source of optimism is the
fact that integrative care means that mental
health conditions are no longer something
that “those other people get.” “It’s now in the
forefront of whole person health,” he said.
BHSN, along with its healthcare partners in
the region, is well on its delivering a better
total healthcare product and mental health
resources where people can more easily access
them. For Kerry Haley, the positive response
of the community in helping to support The
Foundation of CVPH has generated excitement about more community partnerships
the next year will bring.
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CELEBRATING 90 YEARS!

Kopaska’s biggest source of optimism is
automation and what it can do from a productivity standpoint, and for employee health
and safety “These jobs will require higher
technical expertise, but automation creates
opportunity for higher level jobs, and is probably going to fit better with the millennial
generation; it’s going to align well.”

In person, on the phone
and now online 24/7!

1-800-562-0228
www.agencyins.net

24/7
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TABLE 2

Roll Call and
Year in Review
By Julie Canepa

T

Know what you
know and ask
those who have
more knowledge
than you have
for guidance
as often as
possible.
— Joshua Kretser

he mood was optimistic at Table Two as the 27th Annual Strictly Business Forum opened
for business in early December. A more diverse group would be hard to find at any gathering, but however varied their trades, from the non-profit sector to the arts to financial
services, the mood was decidedly upbeat. The group was asked to reflect on the past year and
John Bernardi, Executive Director and CEO of United Way of the Adirondack Region
and Reg Carter, Executive Director of CITEC Business Solutions, led the discussion off
from the perspective of the non-profit sector. “Our non-profit and health and human service network in the region is very strong. There is a tremendous spirit of cooperation, partnership, and
collaboration in the region that is working hard to maintain and even improve the quality of life
in the area,” said Bernardi. Carter explained that CITEC, a non-profit consulting and economic
development organization, had spent the year working with 60-plus companies in the North
Country region and reflected that overall the businesses had a good year. “There is an awareness that you can’t stand still, you can’t be static. People are working very hard to expand their
market positions, to increase efficiency and provide more value to their customers,” said Carter.
“The Strand Center for the Arts is now recognized as being a piece of the fabric that is turning Plattsburgh into the place we always knew it could be,” said Strand Executive Director
Joshua Kretser. He credits the community and collaboration with area businesses and organizations for enabling the Strand to achieve its goals, from partnering with the United Way
to create scholarships for disadvantaged youth to press from WPTZ, and financial support
from many local organizations.
Paul Sands, Trustee for the UVM Health Network, gave the year mixed reviews. “The
move to the network has been very good. Maybe not in every component, but we’re stronger as
part of a system, and there’s been some good stabilization over the past few months.” A major
change in health care is the move away from fee-for-service payments to doctors and hospitals
to incentive-based payments with rewards for keeping patients (and communities) healthy. “It’s
an entirely different way of looking at health care. It’s the right way to look at it,” added Sands.
Alex Forster, COO – Registered Representative of CFA Insurance, said his company
strives to allow individuals and businesses to understand that they have opportunities with
regard to its earnings, and its efforts at education are paying off. “People tell us, ‘I looked into
these programs that can help supplement our budget and it has worked. I feel much more
secure as I approach retirement,’” said Forster.
Christina Ubl, Certified Financial Planner™ and Advisor/Partner at Clute Wealth
Management, discussed how the past year had been spent preparing for new regulations
under the “Fiduciary Rule” set forth by the U.S. Department of Labor and scheduled to take
effect in April of 2017. The sweeping legislation is aimed at ensuring brokers put clients’ best
interests first while eliminating possible conflicts of interest. The regulations are complex and
the process of preparing to implement the changes has been challenging. How the new administration will support the changes is a big question mark.
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Learn to talk
to and listen
to people who
don’t agree with
you. It’s called
civility. It means
our starting
point ought to
be looking for
common ground,
not seeking out
how to focus on
our differences.
Our common
ground is that we
are all Americans.
We need to
remember that.
— Paul Sands

Top Row: Christina Ubl, Paul Sands, John Homburger, John Bernardi. Bottom Row: Julie Canepa, Alex Forster, Erin Hynes, Josh Kretser, Reg Carter.

Vice President for Business Affairs John Homburger explained
the challenges faced by SUNY Plattsburgh. “With fewer students
graduating from high school, we are forced to compete in the college marketplace by discounting, scholarships and other practices.”
This approach leads to cannibalizing of applicants within the 64
schools that are a part of the SUNY system. He credits Dr. Rowena
Ortiz-Walters, dean of the School of Business and Economics, with
introducing a graduate program in Business Analytics and an online
Accounting program that no other SUNY schools are offering, to
give the school an edge.
As the Deputy Director for Empire State Development’s (ESD)
North Country Regional Office in Plattsburgh, Erin Hynes
explained that the state is committed to incentivize job creation
and investment in the area. And NYS and ESD are doing just that:
Over the past six years, via the Governor’s North Country Regional
Economic Development Council (NCREDC) the state has awarded
$423 million in funding for nearly 400 job-creating and/or retaining
projects in the seven-county NCREDC region. Highlights include
securing the future of Fort Drum through various housing initiatives,
the City of Plattsburgh’s $10 million Downtown Revitalization award
and a variety of Clinton County 2016 expansion projects including
Schluter Systems, Plattco and Norsk Titanium.

Our Neighbors to the North
Years ago, the influx of Canadians to the region was seen as bothersome, at best. What a difference a few years makes as Table
Two reflected on our growing economic connection with Quebec
and the Transportation Equipment & Aerospace sector. John
Bernardi outlined a new program, ALICE (Asset Limited, Income
Constrained, Employed), that assists those who are employed but
having trouble making ends meet and are not eligible for government programs, i.e., the working poor. Bernardi explained that
growth in manufacturing would provide “a great opportunity to
develop good paying jobs with a livable wage which can have an
impact on poverty.”
Paul Sands explained, “Everything we do is enhanced by all these
things. The companies and the people they employ are our customer base and they help us focus our needs and help us get leaner
and better,” said Sands. For the arts sector, Montreal provides not
only a captive audience but also a wealth of talent that would love to
perform at the Strand. “We see an increase in people coming down
from the eastern townships to attend events. People want what we
are selling,” said Kretser.
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Be open to
change and the
opportunities
change creates.
It’s sometimes
difficult, but
adapting to
change is
the only way
people and
organizations
move forward.
— Reg Carter

Residential & Commercial Land Development - Sanitary & Water System
Design - Topographic & Property Surveys - Structural Design - Construction
Surveying - Steel Inspection - Sub-Surface Soils Exploration

11 MacDonough Street Plattsburgh, NY 12901

Alex Forster sees the Canadian influx as “an
extension of our local community; we don’t
stop at the border,” said Forster. Although
regulations prohibit working with clients
who do not reside in the U.S., Christina Ubl
also saw the Canadian connection as positive. “What’s good for the local economy is
definitely good for us,” said Ubl.
John Homburger explained that specialized programs like Speech and Hearing, not
offered in Quebec, make SUNY a destination
for Canadian students. “We also have very
unique adjuncts who come to teach,” added
Homburger. “There is a level of our economy and services that would not be able to
sustain itself without the influx of Canadian
business and tourism.”
Erin Hynes reminded all at the table that the
connection between Canada and the U.S. has
always been there, especially in this region,
with early trade and transportation routes
dating back hundreds of years. “What we see
today in Clinton County is a natural evolution
of economic relations as the two countries’

518.561.6145 (Ph) 518.561.2496 (Fx) rmspc.com
Network, Network, Network!
I can’t say enough about the need
to build a network of peers and
mentors to lean on for advice,
guidance or professional wisdom
throughout your career. You never
know the impact they may have on
your future endeavors. — Erin Hynes

foreign and domestic policies continue to be
intertwined. With a shared border, this area
will continue to have cultural, economic and
national security needs in common,” said
Hynes. She added that the region’s economy remained rather level through the last
recession in large part due to the “Canadian
bubble” that often serves as a buffer to the
wide swings that were seen in other areas of
the country.
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Reasons for Optimism and Concern
With unemployment in Clinton County hovering around 4.9 percent,
Hynes sees this as a unique quandary. “The scarcest resource right
now is workforce. A low unemployment rate no doubt is a good indicator of a region’s economic health. However, as companies expand
and locate in the area there will be an increased competition for people. Both the private and public sector must employ creative ways of
attracting potential employees into the local workforce pipeline. For
instance, finding the people who have left the unemployment rolls, capturing those graduating seniors at the local high schools that want to
enter the workforce, and recruiting people who grew up here to move
back are the methods to explore,” said Hynes.
John Homburger sees initiatives like STARTUP NY, cross programming and a new Enrollment Management Office as great ways SUNY
is adapting in a changing economy. “SUNY Plattsburgh is meeting its
challenges head on to promote stronger enrollments through new academic programs and retention initiatives. An example of our impact
in the community and region is manifested in spending locally by faculty, students, parents, relatives and friends,” said Homburger. “It is
an exciting time for Plattsburgh businesses. The core economic infrastructure is diversified more than ever before and is steadily growing
with support from all our community businesses and strong work
ethic of our North Country employees.” The down side: “Government
mandates draw focus away from classroom and faculty. It is difficult
to serve all those demands and maintain stability.”

Erin Hynes, John Homburger

best name.
best service.
best price.

Look into your community to
see the good work of others
and work to build forward with
them. We are all made stronger
by working together. Don’t be
afraid to express your opinion,
and remember that healthy
dialog enriches us all. Respect
and integrity are the keys to the
future.
— Alex Forster

24/7 EMERGENCY SERVICES CALL (518) 561-8760

LOCALLY OWNED • SERVING CLINTON, ESSEX & FRANKLIN COUNTIES
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Share more
than just a lift.

We’ll be the first ones to admit that skiing is
great. But Titus Mountain is about more than
just that. We’re about the experience. Getting
outdoors and enjoying the fresh air. Bringing
the family together without distractions.
Sharing a meal with friends. Here, it’s more.
Malone, NY | (518) 483-3740
www.TITUSMOUNTAIN.COM
Buy Online & Save!

700 Bear Swamp Rd.
PO Box 565
Peru, NY 12972
Phone: 518-643-9915
Website: www.perufcu.com
~ People Helping People ~

Your Credit Union Services:
Savings • Free Checking Account
w/E-Statements • Certificates of Deposit
Direct Deposit • Online Banking • Free Bill Pay
Loans • Gift/Travel Cards • 24/7 ATM
Office hours: 9:00-4:00 (M-F)
Drive thru: 8:00-4:00 (M-W)
8:00-5:00 (Th-F)

Listen. It’s important to listen to your
clients, your team, your community,
other business leaders and anyone
willing to talk. Learning the needs of
others can help both you and your
business.
— Christina Ubl

Christina Ubl is impressed with the students she meets as a mentor and serving
on panels for women in business. “The
questions they are asking are really great
questions. They are focused on the big
picture.” Uncertainty about the effect of
regulations going forward does pose a challenge. “It’s hard to do your job when you
don’t know what rules will be in place,”
said Ubl. Alex Forster added, “I look at
the people who are building community
resources, like the people in this room. We
are all working towards providing a service
and it is reflected in the community. I am
concerned with pensions on a federal and
state level, and with the lack of discussion
about the unfunded liability there. A lot of
people are relying on that as a major source
of retirement income.”
“Governor Cuomo sees us as a solid arts
organization,” said Joshua Kretser. While he
has some concern for donor fatigue, Kretser
added, “My concern is outweighed by the
fact that our community is ridiculously
generous. The giving goes back for generations. It’s really exciting and I couldn’t be
more proud of our community.”
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Lake Champlain Roofing, LLC

Remember that "All you can take
with you is that which you’ve given
away."

Call us today
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— John Bernardi, paraphrasing
"It’s a Wonderful Life"
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518-562-9956 • Info@lakechamplainroofing.net

Paul Sands added, “I see more evidence
today of communities, elected leaders, businesses and citizens genuinely interested in
finding ways to work together. If we can
sustain that momentum, we’ll be fine. The
uncertainty we’re facing has always been
there, but a new administration coming in
is vowing to ‘repeal and replace Obamacare’
without clarity as to what will replace it.”

10-12 City Hall Place, Plattsburgh, New York

Reg Carter maintained, “My optimism is
based on the collaboration I witness every
day throughout the North Country, the
workforce development programs that continue to strengthen our human resources at
every level, and the opportunity to continue
building on the success of our transportation equipment and aerospace cluster.”
John Bernardi wa xed philosophical.
“Optimism for the future lies in our continued ability to create something bigger
than ourselves. Concern for the future
is overcome by our sustaining ability to
do so.”

Saranac Lake Clarifier
Architecture & Building Design
Mechanical, Electrical, & Plumbing Engineering
Civil Engineering & Site Planning
Water/Wastewater/Stormwater Facilities & Treatment
Surveying
Land Planning & Development
Construction Management
Funding Assistance

Telephone: (518) 561-1598

www.aesnortheast.com
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TABLE 3

Common Ground for the Year Ahead

Top Row: Allison Hulbert Bruce, Jerry Rosenbaum, Rowena Ortiz-Walters, David Coryer. Bottom Row: Greg MacConnell, Garry Douglas,
Linda Bourgeois, Andrew Wylie, Carol Blakeslee-Collin.

By Carol Blakeslee-Collin

T

he 27th Strictly Business Forum brought together a diverse
mix of business, education and community leaders around
Table Three. With extensive yet varied experiences in government, finance, human resources, banking, and technology, they
found common ground in their passion for their work, successes
during the past year and the challenges they face in the future.

Garry Douglas, President and CEO of the
North Country Chamber of Commerce
Douglas returned to his North Country roots and joined the
Chamber 24 years ago after a long stint in Washington as executive
assistant to Congressman Jerry Solomon. He has built an organization that covers Clinton, Essex, Franklin, Hamilton and northern
Warren Counties in New York State and southern Quebec. With
more than 4,000 members, it is the largest business and economic
development alliance in northern New York.
Douglas pointed out that 2016 was nothing less than great because of
the $125 million appropriated by New York State for investment in
the Norsk Titanium plant, never mind the 10 other foreign companies the chamber has attracted to Clinton County. He noted, “Make
no mistake it was the proximity to Montreal that was the attraction.”
Douglas has made the North Country’s business relationship with
Quebec a top priority for years and his persistent focus has served
the area well. Besides the companies that settle in the area because
of the Canadian connection, there is the $64 million expansion of
18 | sbmonthly.com
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the Plattsburgh airport terminal which wouldn’t exist without the
influx of passengers from the north. He pointed with pride to the
large, diverse and growing cluster of companies, “Right now we estimate 34 transportation, equipment, and aerospace companies are
here, not just Nova Bus, Bombardier and now Norsk, which everybody hears about. There are 34 manufacturing operations in this
region making transportation equipment and aerospace. 8,100 people
got up this morning and went to work for one of those companies.
It’s the single biggest dynamic in the employment community of
the North Country today.”

Greg MacConnell, President and General Manager of
PrimeLink
MacConnell joined PrimeLink when it was just a startup in the
late 1990s and PARC chose it to provide telecom to its redeveloped
properties. Today the company is a full-service communications
company offering high quality broadband and fiber optic internet and phone services for businesses and homes from Montreal
to Saratoga and a fiber optic backbone from Montreal to Albany.
In an era when internet in the home is a must and most aspects of
business are driven by online technology, PrimeLink is in a perfect
position to expand since businesses can flounder if they do not keep
up technologically with competitors. According to MacConnell,
Governor Cuomo’s commitment to spend $500 million expanding
broadband to rural areas recognizes the need and leaves PrimeLink

in a perfect position to grow. The difficulty, said MacConnell, is that
“their growth is limited by their ability to hire good people. About a
year ago I said we couldn’t continue to approach the human resources
part of our business the way we have in the past which burns up six
to nine months of productivity. When we have an open position we
need to be able to fill the vacancy quickly, without a lengthy search.
During this last year we really began open-ended recruiting that is
nonstop.”

Allison Hulbert Bruce, Showroom Manager at
Hulbert Supply
Hulbert Bruce is part of the third generation to run Hulbert’s Supply,
a first-rate company specializing in kitchen, bath, plumbing, heating
and air conditioning, water treatment and wells and industrial supplies. Founded in 1947 by Hulbert Bruce’s grandfather, the company
has remained family owned even though it now covers six locations
and has 50 employees.
Hulbert Bruce said Hulbert Supply recently hired a marketing firm to
put a face on the varied products it offers. “Given our nondescript building, we are a hard company to market—especially because our audience
is everyone, not a particular segment. Our employees are our biggest
asset and the best thing we have, so we want our customers to associate Hulbert Supply with them.” According to Hulbert Bruce, Hulbert
Supply is also feeling the shortage of the right kind of people for the jobs
it has. “Obviously, I am a proponent of higher education, but we also
have a very serious issue with the lack of people in the trades and that
seriously affects my business. Not everyone is college bound. The jobs
that are available in the trades are not just down and dirty, hard manual
labor. When you are installing a complex heating system it is computer
driven and takes someone who is highly intelligent. So we need to provide an understanding to students at the high school level that there are
other pathways that might not include higher education.”

David Coryer, Co-founder and Chief Operating Officer of
Coryer Staffing
In March 2016, Coryer and his wife Elizabeth opened a new recruiting
and staffing firm, drawing on 20 years of experience in the employment recruiting field. Coryer returned to the North Country in 2004.
David Coryer said their new company is making more in revenue than
expected and will soon be hiring more recruiters. He has high hopes for
overcoming the challenges of an improving economy and demand for
workers by “getting more people to the table than have been brought
in the past.” Coryer believes the answer lies in the following question, “How do we get those kids who are not college bound? How do
we get them to view the region as a hopeful place once there is gainful employment after graduation? I think the secret sauce is to better
connect them with Clinton Community College and the Institute for
Advanced Manufacturing so they can improve their skills or perhaps
attend SUNY Plattsburgh and get their degree. I always think there is
value in continuing education.” Coryer also noted that purposeful route
is much better than going to college for the sake of going to college.

Understand
the sources
of personal
power and
steadily
develop those
you can best
work on,
including
acknowledged
expertise
and valuable
connectivity.
And then
also consider
developing
a personal
brand.
Phrases,
quotes or
stories that
become
associated
with you help
people to
remember who
you are and
what you’re
about.
— Garry Douglas

Develop a
growth—
rather than
scarcity—
mindset.
— Rowena
Ortiz-Walters

Be versatile
and adaptable
to inevitable
changes. —
Jerry Rosenbaum

Linda Bourgeois, President and CEO
of UFirst Federal Credit Union
Bourgeois has been with Ufirst for 27 years
and worked her way up from collections officer to head of the company. Ufirst has been
around since 1971 when it began as a SUNY
Plattsburgh Federal Credit Union serving
faculty and staff. It became a community
chartered credit union in 2002. Today Ufirst
serves 6,700 members throughout the North
Country. Bourgeois said Ufirst’s loan growth
has been up 14 percent versus an average of 10
percent among credit unions nationally. “The
growth is in used autos. People are buying
good, used vehicles that are more affordable
than new. We’ve also seen growth in new and
used recreational vehicles, because people
are viewing road trips as a more affordable
vacation.”
With the emphasis locally on aerospace and
transportation, Bourgeois thinks more young
people will be attracted to the area because
of the new jobs, but she worried about their
struggle to save. She is aware of many millennials living paycheck to paycheck who
think they can’t save. However, she would
like to introduce them to some of the credit
union’s products, like its Payroll Certificate
of Deposit, which can help members begin an
attainable process of building their savings.

Jerry Rosenbaum, NYS Certified
General Appraiser and owner of
Adirondack Appraisal Services
Rosenbaum said his small family-owned
business has been extremely busy thanks to
banks’ loan rates, but the number of certified appraisers is rapidly dwindling due to
periodic increases in the requirements necessary to attain a New York State license. The
result, he said, is that the appraisal business
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is becoming a greying industry with
nobody filling the positions of those retiring out. “When I retire, I doubt anyone
will take over my position. Most banks,
and the big lenders, are saying that within
five years we’ll have some problems. One
of the biggest determinates of a loan is the
value of a property, and if you don’t have
someone credible valuing it, it’s going to
be a difficult time for the lenders.”

Rowena Ortiz-Walters, Dean and
Professor of Management at
the SUNY Plattsburgh School of
Business and Economics

When you wake up in the morning are you excited and energized to be able
to go to work? If not, you need to reevaluate what you are doing. Choose a
career that you are passionate about, love what you do with dedication and
pride. Share the same values as your employer. Be forward thinking and
always—always be willing to stretch and grow. — Linda Bourgeois

Free analysis of
your individual
VOICE &
DATA NEEDS

WE’RE
518-324-LINK (5465)

›

PrimeLink is proud to have
expanded to a second
location 12A Booth Drive,
Plattsburgh. This office will
serve as home to the
PrimeLink Sales &
Marketing Departments.
The PrimeLink Network
Operations Center will
remain at 99 Kansas Ave.

www.primelink1.com

Randy
LaBombard
Director of Sales

Mark Sidoti
Account
Executive
Jill Carey Herzog
Account Executive

Denise Calkins Ryder
Account Executive

Vicki Marking
Marketing Director
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Before joining the Plattsburgh faculty
in 2015, Ortiz-Walters was department
chair and professor of management at
Quinnipiac University, where she spent 11
years moving up the academic ranks, and
held roles as co-founder and co-director
of the Center for Women and Business.
Ortiz-Walters noted that she is the first
generation of her family to attend college
and is fierce about giving similar students—which at SUNY Plattsburgh are
approximately 50 percent of the student
body—the same opportunity. She also
highlighted the importance of succession
planning amid the school’s aging faculty,
noting that “we don’t have enough of a
critical mass of young people coming in.”
Amid challenges for SUNY Plattsburgh
caused by declining enrollment, OrtizWalters is proud of the number of
initiatives the School of Business and
Economics has started including an
online accounting program and the opening of a Center for Cybersecurity and
Technology in the spring of 2017.
The Forum participants at the table perked
up when Ortiz-Walters described one of
the college administration’s new initiatives—the North Country Scholarship,
which is awarded to students of merit
from the local area. “It’s a way of attracting local students and encouraging them
to stay at SUNY Plattsburgh,” said OrtizWalters. “It’s a good institution, a low-cost
provider of high-quality education. If local
students have a 90 average or above in high
school and a qualifying SAT/ACT score,
they could come to SUNY Plattsburgh tuition free.” Of course, scholarship students
must maintain a certain GPA average, and

room, board, and fees are not included in the scholarship. Students can live on
campus or commute from home.

Andrew Wylie, Clinton County District Attorney
Wylie has been Clinton County’s DA since 2006 and before being elected, he
was a criminal defense attorney for 17 years. Since taking office, Wylie has
assigned his five assistant district attorneys to specialized areas in the prosecution of child sex abuse, domestic violence, drug, prison, and DWI cases, as well
as the Drug and Mental Health Courts. Wylie dryly noted that as the economy
has improved and more people have moved to the area, his office has ended
up with “more suspects because there are bigger houses and cars to steal.” He
shared that 30 to 40 percent of their cases relate to opiate or heroin addiction;
his office hosted two large forums for the community on opiate addiction and
child abuse and trauma.
Wylie feels the tragic epidemic of opiate addiction has been handled fairly well,
especially with the development through state funding of a local treatment
facility in Schuyler Falls. “The focus that is being given to it is helpful because
it is an education for a lot of people—the ability to treat people locally. There
are two sides: I have parents who come to me and say, ‘My child has been going
through addiction and you’re now prosecuting him or her,’ or ‘You’re putting
them in jail or prison and they’re not getting the treatment they need.’ And
to that person I say, ‘This is not your child’s first time.’ I don’t just have law
enforcement do an arrest and throw away the key,” he emphasized. “Sometimes
we get into a situation where, to save a person’s life, I need to put that person
in jail because tomorrow or next week they are going to take that fatal overdose and you won’t have them anymore.’ And then I’ll have other parents who
say, ‘I wish you had arrested my child because that would have saved them.’”

There is a saying, ‘Change is good...you go first!’
Everyone fears change yet it is the only way to
continue to grow and improve as a business or
as a community.
— Greg MacConnell

“I’ve always thought of giving as our
rent on earth.” -Rod Giltz, Plattsburgh
Adirondack Foundation helps people like
Rod Giltz of Plattsburgh give back to their
community, now and forever. Let’s talk about
how we can help you create a legacy of
generosity: call us at (518) 523-9904.

“Adirondack Foundation does the hard work tha

This is

COMMUNITY

join us.

www.adirondackfoundation.org
(518) 523-9904
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A strong labor market requires
attention and support to the
weakest links in the chain.
The better we work to reduce
the barriers to employment
such as available, affordable
child care and effective public
transportation, especially for
those at the bottom of the
income ladder, the better our
community will be for all.
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— David Coryer
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W E A LT H

Jerry Rosenbaum voiced the thoughts of
many at the table who are concerned about
the large number of young people who leave
the area. “Hopefully the brain drain will be
stopped. For example, I have a 37-year-old
son who lives in Philadelphia, who lived here
his whole life, went to Plattsburgh State, Penn
State and has settled there. And there are a lot
of children like that who have left the area and
don’t come back. We have to retain them.”
Garry Douglas also agreed that retention is
a big issue, bigger than recruitment. “Some
employers who haven’t had to think about
the happiness of their employees are going
to have to do so. There is going to have to be
some introspection on the part of some of
them because it is not all about money. People
won’t go down the street for a dollar an hour
more if they really love their employer. A lot
of those things are cultural within a company. Everybody around this table could
name some of the same companies that have
a reputation for not being good employers.
Employers are going to have to think of their
employees as customers and what is going to
create more satisfaction for that community
of customers.”
Everyone around the table nodded repeatedly
about the need to retain the younger generations with good paying, rewarding work. The
other issues that met general agreement were
the need to rebuild the aging infrastructure
left by the Air Force and the lack of awareness
of relevant training and education for young
people who aren’t college bound.
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TABLE 4

Poised for a
Promising 2017
by Karen Bouvier

W

ith representation from the financial, political, government, real estate, hospitality, legal, global manufacturing, insurance, and communications industries,
the discussion at Table Four during this 27th Business Forum was diverse, clearsighted, and overwhelmingly optimistic for the North Country’s economic future.

Don’t be
afraid to hire
someone
who is more
competent
than yourself.
They will ‘up’
your game,
and allow you
to do other
projects.
— Bob Smith

Profits in some businesses held steady for 2016, in others they increased. The plummet in
the Canadian dollar, beginning in 2015 and now at $.76, had a significant impact on the
banking, real estate, and hospitality industries, but not as much on the global manufacturing, legal, or communications industries. All participants lauded the expanded Plattsburgh
airport (which will begin to host international flights), the arrival of Norsk Titanium, the
expansion of courses and certificate programs at CV-Tec, and the ground-breaking Institute
for Advanced Manufacturing (IAM) at Clinton Community College.
On schedule to open in the fall of 2017, the IAM, the North Country’s first advanced manufacturing institute, is a 30,000 square foot, state-of-the-art facility designed to serve as
a regional hub for manufacturing education. It will house Clinton Community College’s
technology programs as well as provide flexible teaching space and courses for manufacturers to advance their workforce.
As the discussion at the table continued, the business leaders shared these reflections on
2016 and their thoughts about the year ahead.

Thomas J. Murphy, President and CEO, Glens Falls National Bank
“Fortunately, our company has done very well this year,” said Tom Murphy. “Although interest rates remain low, and have not moved at all in several years, they are just now starting
to inch up. This could actually cause movement in the market. If consumers see that interest rates are rising, they may just decide that now is the time to borrow in order to buy that
home, or purchase a vehicle.”
Murphy continued, “Because of this historically low interest rate environment, our team
has had to work harder just to stay even. Because of their hard work, we have had increased
revenue and earnings in a very difficult market. I am very proud of their efforts.”

Bob Smith, President, Nine Platt Hospitality Group
“I’m in the hospitality business,” explained Bob Smith. “The drop in the price of oil has
affected us greatly. Our core customer is Middle America. A couple of years ago, it cost
$100 to fill a pickup truck, now it costs $50. For restaurants, this means a family is more
inclined to use that discretionary income to go out to eat. In the hotel, during the vacation season of summer and fall, American families may travel more, thus helping to offset
the drop in Canadian business. The drop in the Canadian dollar means we are doing less
business along the border.”
24 | sbmonthly.com
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Get involved
in your
community.
Meet people.
Increase your
network. People
want to work
with people
they know.
— Tom Murphy

Top Row: Dan MacEntee (chief of staff to Betty Little), Bob Smith, James Coffey, Lee Ann Pray, Karen Bouvier. Bottom Row: Neil Fesette,
Deena Giltz McCullough, Betty Little, Devi Momot, Tom Murphy.

Smith explained that he has been investing in infrastructure: upgrading telephone system, repairing the
roof, and installing a water softening system—improvements which the customer doesn’t see, but they
demand. “Last year, we began more cosmetic, more visible renovations at our Plattsburgh hotel,” said
Smith. “But the bottom line is you can only do so much with your brick and mortar facility. Where we can
do more is hospitality. We try to make every guest feel like they’re visiting friends.” And, with connectivity becoming increasingly crucial, each room has five internet connection sites. “We assume everyone has
at least one device,” explained Smith.

Lee Ann Pray, Human Resources, Swarovski Lighting

We need to make sure
the next generation
has a genuine curiosity
about others. Empathy
is key to success in
business and life.
— Lee Ann Pray

Celebrating her 16th year with Swarovski, Lee Ann Pray shared that the Custom Contract department did
very well. “Overall, the department doubled our expected sales in 2016,” said Pray.
“Customer buying habits have changed,” she continued. “We have a very aggressive digital marketing
strategy. In fact, part of our monthly marketing debriefing includes metrics such as how many “Likes” on
Facebook a product gets, and how many “Shares” for particular posts. Social media has completely changed
how we get information to our customers.”
Understandably proud to be a U.S. manufacturer, Pray welcomes the new programs being developed for
students in the North Country. “PTec (at CV-Tec) and IAM (at Clinton Community College) are going to
change how young people look at manufacturing,” Pray predicted, “and train them for rewarding jobs.”
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The recent presidential
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Overall, insurance rates were “flat” in 2016, except for automobile insurance. “There were increases in automobile
insurance due to the rising number of collision accidents
attributed to distracted driving,” said McCullough. “This
can be problematic for folks where a good driving record
is a condition of employment.”
According to McCullough, people don’t look for jobs in
the traditional ways. “Networking in person is always very
valuable, but networking on social media sites, such as
Facebook or LinkedIn, is how people are finding jobs today.”
A deeply held concern for McCullough is employees who
struggle with mental health issues. “Employers must be
sensitive to this and assist them in finding the help they
need. Healthcare professionals are too few in the North
Country, and an employee needs to have the insurance or
other resources to take advantage of what is offered. We
must be advocates for a compassionate community that has
a genuine empathy for others,” emphasized McCullough.

James Coffey, Attorney-at-Law
“Being an attorney, I am impacted by the economy to a
lesser degree than most businesses,” said James Coffey.
“However, I am keenly aware that there are a large number of people, many of whom have advanced degrees, who
are having a very difficult time finding employment that is
commensurate with their education. It appears to me that
currently the economy, nationally and locally, is bifurcated
with some people doing very well and others struggling.”
Coffey expressed a hope that the large businesses coming
into the North Country pay attention to our infrastructure,
especially with regard to workforce talent and our school
systems. “There needs to be a balance,” he said.

Devi Momot, CEO,
Twinstate Technologies
“Our year has been exhilarating,” said Devi Momot. “Cyber
attacks are increasing because it is an easy way to extort
revenue. The U.S. is a big target, and responding to incidents is a major concern. Ransomware and malware are
prevalent on the networks throughout the region. To alleviate this, we’re working with government organizations
to protect individuals and companies, and our organization is expanding our national presence.”

In 2016, Twinstate hired 14 employees. Momot explained,
“We’re growing a lot of cybersecurity jobs, especially in
areas such as assessments, incidence response, defensive
technologies, and consulting. The key in cybersecurity
has been to provide big business solutions on small business budgets. We are able to protect more businesses
better than ever before. Our other business lines have
been strong as well including infrastructure (cabling
and wireless) and unified communication (voice). We
are well positioned to not just survive, but thrive.”

Elizabeth Little, NYS Senator
Known to her constituents as “Betty,” Senator Little is
pleased to be serving her seventh term representing over
300,000 residents in Clinton, Essex, Franklin, Warren, and
parts of St. Lawrence and Washington counties. With a
district the size of Connecticut, and the Adirondack Park
right in the middle, Little must strike a delicate balance
between the need to create and sustain employment for
year-round residents with the environmental restrictions
and concerns for precious wilderness.

Don’t be afraid to do
things that are ‘beneath’
you. Everything is a
learning experience.
— Devi Momot
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“In addition to getting re-elected, both of my cities
(Plattsburgh and Glens Falls) won the $10 million challenge,” announced Little. “I am convinced that the way
to make a downtown grow and be prosperous is to have
people actually living there. We need more year-round
residents across the board, and they need consistent and
reliable broadband and cell service. Businesses have to have
internet in order to offer employees flexible work hours,
and people, especially rural people, need connectivity.”

SECURITIES, RETIREMENT
& FINANCIAL PLANNING

To encourage Canadian visitors, who continue to visit
here even with the unfavorable exchange rate, Little suggested that more charging stations be installed throughout
the North Country. “A lot more Canadians drive electric
cars,” she said.

Together we can
achieve the
extraordinary.

Neil Fesette, Broker/Owner,
Fesette Realty
“We had a good year,” contributed Neil Fesette. “The residential and commercial real estate market experienced an
uptick, which I attribute to consumer confidence and the
low interest rate environment. It will be interesting to see
what happens once the new presidential administration
takes hold and how the economy will be affected by fiscal policy changes. One area of our business that has been
under pressure the last few years is our full-service camping facility, Plattsburgh RV Park. The decline in value of the
Canadian dollar has reduced our overnight business by 25
percent. There are simply fewer Canadian visitors coming to
Plattsburgh, and this is solely caused by their weak dollar.”
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The generosity of the
corporate community
in the North Country
is astounding. Get
involved. —Betty Little
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TABLE 5

What's inside?

Ice cream, NAFTA and Obamacare
Top Row: Meg LeFevre, John Vermette, Stephens Mundy, Nicole Mars, Gayle Alexander. Bottom Row: Mike Carpenter, Gary Dake, Bill Owens,
Stephen Cacchio.

By Meg LeFevre

F

irst things first: What is your favorite Stewart’s ice cream flavor? Mike Carpenter’s is blue raspberry (sherbet cooler)—blue
tongue and all! Stephens Mundy goes for chocolate trifecta.
Mary Carpenter said salted caramel is really good. And Gayle
Alexander, with apologies, admitted she’s just a Philly vanilla woman.
With Gary Dake, president of Stewart’s Shops, at our table it would
have been a criminal cabal to not eat our figurative dessert first.
Dake went on to tell us the North Country is literally the crown jewel
of his Stewart’s empire. “This area,” he said, “has actually outpaced the
total company. We are seeing better growth here with a vibrant economy.” In 2016 the company’s capital budget was over $40 million—19
buildings between rebuilds and brand new structures. Other major
projects involved phasing in chip readers for credit card machines
and restructuring internal infrastructure to broaden product lines.
As Dake sees the grocery side of the retail operation continue to
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flatline and even drop, the company is shifting its focus toward
increased food service, offering more grab-and-go meals. The exceptional gas margins seen in 2015 won’t be matched this year, with
prices once again on the rise, but Stewart’s knows its market well
and continues to thrive.
Where the Strictly Business forum is a great place for business leaders and public officials to get a sense for the overall state of things
in the community, the bustling parking lots, well-used booths and
familiar check-out lines at any Stewart’s Shop across the region are
perhaps a better indicator of the state of our communities. “Hot &
Fresh!” foods prepared behind the counter now replace the grocery
aisle in many stores, pointing to fewer family meals shared at home.
Dake’s team sees blue-collar workers sneak in for a lunch break beer
and he has been forced to eliminate public restrooms in some stores
due to frequent heroin overdoses.

Convenience stores have replaced the traditional supermarket in many small towns
across the region; throughout the country a
lack of grocery stores and farmers’ markets
has created limited access to fresh, whole
foods in the nation’s most rural and impoverished towns. Gayle Alexander, vice president
of Denton Publications and Sun Community
News, is concerned about these food deserts
and the future of our local communities.

Listen to
everyone. You
never know
where good
ideas will
come from.
Everyone
knows
something you
don’t know.

After a new branding initiative this year,
Sun Community News is now the face of
the North Country’s most read community
newspaper. The papers are mailed free, and
beginning January 2017, every home in the
city of Plattsburgh will receive a weekly issue.
Going hyperlocal has allowed Denton to create
different pockets of news coverage in various
communities, while still acting as a blanket
to cover news for the entire North Country.
With journalists on the ground focusing on
eight different areas from Ticonderoga to
Rouses Point, the Denton team has the ability to become the true eyes and ears of the
region. And if the product continues to give
regular advertisers a worthwhile return on
investment, Denton Publications can lead
the narrative to help manifest the kinds of
wholesome, well-fed, well-read communities
Alexander envisions for this region.

—Gary Dake

It’s easy to compare the problem of food
deserts to the news deserts being created
throughout the country by the corporatization of daily newspapers. For decades
newspapers were the reliable source for
local and regional news—the true “auditors of democracy,” as noted in a study by
the University of North Carolina School of
Media and Journalism about the extinction
of daily newspapers. Alexander referenced
the study, “The Rise of a New Media Baron
and the Emerging Threat of News Deserts.”
“There is nothing coming up to bridge that
gap except community newspapers,” she said.

— Gayle Alexander

As publishers of Strictly Business and other
various magazines for as long as anyone in
the Plattsburgh business community can
remember, Herb and Mary Carpenter have
felt seismic shifts in the industry when it
comes to the production, distribution and
consumption of information. It has proved

Remember
to always
practice a little
bit of kindness
with everyone
you encounter;
honor and
respect are
the hallmarks
of every great
leader.

Remain true
to your self,
recognize your
strengths and
build upon
them; be
aware of your
weaknesses
and don’t shy
away from
working to
strengthen
them as well. —

challenging over the last decade to keep up with the advanced technology and equipment needed to stay competitive in the printing
business. Digital printing and outsourcing allows the local print shop
to continue to service this market with quality design and customer
service. This was a good strategic move for the diverse company, said
Northeast Group president Mike Carpenter.
In the company’s warehousing and distribution operation, Carpenter
moves clothing across America. The Northeast Group’s 350,000 square
feet of production and warehouse space is part of one of the busiest
and most efficient supply chain corridors in North America. The
retail market NEG serves paints a clear picture of who in America
is buying what. Gaging by the clothing and outerwear flying on and
off Carpenter’s shelves this year, he can tell the upper middle class is
doing well (spending money on high-end attire) and the lower to middle class shoppers are spending less on new clothes. He said growth
is steady for items like socks and underwear. At least there’s that.
Nikki Mars, president and CEO of Mars Mechanical, sees a similar
trend in the HVAC industry. “We’ve seen a lot of polarization within
our clientele in regards to their ability to spend,” she said. Mars sees
small local businesses operating on less and less. No budget for proper
maintenance and upgrades means more patch and repair jobs. On
the other side, Mars has seen an explosion of businesses that have
the capital to spend on facility remodels, and for the individuals who
run those businesses, an explosion in fine home design for HVAC.
“Our business is going to go where the money is. That’s what any
business has to do, but to witness the ever growing disparity is concerning to me as a member of this community,” she said.
Clients with bigger budgets in Mars’ world means more expensive outlays with better technology and often, greener systems. Steve Cacchio,
president of Champlain National Bank (CNB), wondered if Mars’
clients were taking advantage of renewable energy tax incentives.
“Those incentives are only good for a certain part of the population. You have to have the upfront capital to be able to invest, so it’s
not evenly distributed,” Mars replied. From an investment perspective, Cacchio remarked that renewable systems—solar, geothermal,
etc.—don’t add value to physical structures and are therefore empty
investments for home and business owners, minus the cost recouped
after energy savings. (And the part about saving the planet.)
Overall, Cacchio’s industry fared well in 2016. He took the time in his
first full year as president of CNB to examine how the bank works,
to “determine what we’re doing well and what we can improve on.”
Champlain National Bank is a community bank with nine branches
from Crown Point to Champlain and west to Lake Placid. “We are a
regional player and are very dependent on what takes place here,” he
said, noting a lack of substantial growth and the need to meet existing
customers’ needs. Technology is driving the most notable changes at
CNB. The organization has to offer the same dynamic product and
service as everyone else. And, Cacchio said, “Information security
is at the forefront of what we do. We spend a significant amount of
time making sure we are secure.”

Michael Carpenter
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Be creative
and flexible. —
Steve Cacchio

In the manufacturing sector, SpencerARL New York is closing out another
great year, said operations manager John Vermette. He has been in the
3PL (third-party logistics) business in Plattsburgh for decades, first with
Bombardier in the ’90s. He now oversees a combined 160,000 square foot
facility with 254 employees, handling all the warehousing, subassembly,
sequencing and logistics and local transportation for Prevost and Nova
Bus. SpencerARL hit a milestone in the first quarter of 2016 with a twohour takt time at Nova Bus. (Takt time is the maximum amount of time in
which a product needs to be produced in order to satisfy customer demand.)
Few understand the volatile industry like Vermette, and while it’s been
a great year, he warned against the temporary nature of OEMs (original
equipment manufactures) and related contract work. He said, “I don’t
know how we got so lucky to have these big OEMs here, but they can
move at the drop of a hat. These are just big empty buildings in a sense
and it’s easy to move what they need out and relocate somewhere else if
they can’t get the aid or if legislation changes that forces them to move.”
In 2014 SpencerARL received $300,000 in performance-based tax credits through the Empire State Development Excelsior Job Program with
an additional $435,000 CFA grant through New York State Homes and
Community Renewal.

Work bravely
and live in
gratitude. —
Nikki Mars

Vermette cautioned, “We’re established here in New York, but China is
coming on heavy, and these OEMs need to figure this market out and get
their recipe a little better before China gets an appetite for buses. And then
they’ll go to inner city Boston and Chicago and promise jobs and state of
the art facilities and they’ll get the contract.”

At Northern Insuring,
we simplify the complicated...

for insurance.
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The table discussion turned to Bill Owens for guidance on how the new presidential administration will affect global trade and local business. In addition to his work at the Stafford Owens
law firm in Plattsburgh, the former congressman works for the D.C. firm Dentons, the world’s
largest law firm. Owens spent a lot of time in 2016 traveling throughout Canada giving speeches
on the topic of fair trade. Don’t worry if you didn’t get a chance to hear one of his speeches or
read his 21-page essay on investment arbitration under Chapter 11 of NAFTA published earlier this year in the Canada-United States Law Journal. He broke it down simply for us.
“When Trump talks about tearing up NAFTA, the result would be, for us, increased tariffs.” He
said it is the Buy America provisions that are driving the growth we see in the transportation
manufacturing industry, but other countries are catching on and creating similar provisions.
Made in India, for example, stipulates that in order for Boeing to get a contract building Indian
military jet fighters, substantial content must be made in India. Owens explained, “That sets up
a whole series of activities where countries raise tariffs and require Made in ‘my country’ provisions.” He likened the situation to the Smoot-Hawly Tariffs of the 1930s. “It’s very dangerous water
we’re treading and I don’t think the folks who are playing ball with Trump understand some of
the ramifications. We have to be very aware because anything that negatively impacts NAFTA
will impact us, unless it is counterbalanced with more Made in America businesses. The next six
months are going to be unpredictable. We’re going to have to be in the position to adapt quickly.”

Remain
focused
and flexible
intellectually
and
emotionally.
Remember
that thinking
and analytics
are extremely
important,
so continue
to work on
those skills
throughout
your life.

Change
is inevitable. Always
be ready
to accept
it, even be
willing to
interject it,
but be on
guard for it
to not disaffect one
population to favor
another. —

— Bill Owens

Owens and Stephens Mundy were up at 5 a.m. the morning of the Forum exchanging emails
about repeal of the Affordable Care Act and the insurance industry.

Stephens Mundy

CEO of UVM Health Network-Adirondack Region, Mundy has been guiding the hospital
through remarkable transitions. His team has been challenged with moving into a model of
prevention—a holistic shift that requires abandoning barely used infrastructure and systems
and redirecting those investments toward not just caring for the sick but fostering a community of wellness. “I would predicate this,” he said, “it’s all the right thing to do for our families,
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Visit us at
HighPeaksDental.com
Dr. Colleen Lacombe- Senecal is excited

to have returned to the North Country! Having
grown up in Peru, NY, she graduated from Seton
Catholic in Plattsburgh before going on to the
University of Rochester for her undergraduate
education. After receiving her BA in Clinical
and Social Sciences in Psychology, she went on
to the University at Buffalo School of Dental
Medicine where she completed both her DDS
and specialty training in pediatric dentistry.
During dental school, Dr. Colleen focused
her efforts on improving dental education and
access to dental care for those in need. Her most
memorable project was the initiation of a dental
education and fluoride varnish program in nine schools in an Amish community in
Western NY.
Dr. Colleen married her high school sweetheart, Adam Senecal, in 2012. They
welcomed a son, William, in 2014 and a daughter, Caroline, in 2016. Life with a
toddler and newborn keeps them very busy! They enjoy spending time outdoors and
are thrilled to be so close to the Adirondacks and Lake Champlain.
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— John Vermette
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Embrace the need for constant change.

fb.com/ZeroSort

parents and kids, but it’s been very difficult
for our organization.” From a quality standpoint it’s all good news. Quality care scores
for Accountable Care Organizations (ACOs)
in the Adirondacks were in the top 10 percent
of ACOs in the country, which, he said, “is a
measure of quality across our region from
Glens Falls to Champlain to Tupper Lake.”
(ACOs are groups of doctors, hospitals, and
other healthcare providers who come together
voluntarily to give coordinated, high quality
care to their Medicare patients.)
A great supporter of healthy community initiatives in his professional and personal life,
Mundy has been proud to share Plattsburgh’s
downtown revival with the first class of
CVPH’s new Family Medicine Residency
Program. The program is meant to help fill
the predicted shortage of 100 physicians in
the region by the year 2018. The mission is
to attract, train and retain the next the generation of family physicians in the North
Country. In a different kind of import/export
commodity, Mundy said of the four new medical residents this year, three are from Canada.
Of the 2,000 applicants for next year’s class, a
third are from Canada. “We treasure the relationship between our two countries,” he said.
We began this conversation talking about
favorite ice cream flavors, wound around
mental illness and addiction, hit on global
trade, healthcare and renewable energy—
tough issues without easy answers. But every
solution begins with a conversation. As leaders of this community, crown jewels each
and every one, their openness and honesty
at this Forum allows us all to learn, plan and
help move the region forward in sustainable
ways. Continued thanks to Herb and Mary
Carpenter for being the voice of all that is
good and positive in the Plattsburgh business community.

If you think something is wrong with this picture,
you should see what’s happening in stores.
That’s where tobacco companies
spend more than half a million dollars
every day here in New York State on
promotions where kids can see them.
And the more kids see tobacco, the
more likely they are to start smoking.

The average age
for a new smoker is
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OLD.

Take action now at
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@TobaccoFreeNYS
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TABLE 6

Better Together

Top Row: Justin Stearns, Lois Clermont, Michelle St. Onge, Betsy Vicencio, D. Billy Jones. Bottom Row: Adam Crosley, Kristopher Renadette,
Paul Grasso, Eric Zeisloft.

By Michelle St. Onge

What do successful business people in the North Country
understand that those who struggle don’t? We’re better together.
It is that simple.
We live in a vibrant community with a truly unique ‘je ne sais quoi’ spirit. We see it in public initiatives like Vision2Action, Downtown Rising, and the recent Plattsburgh Holiday Parade. Strictly
Business readers know that a lot of the magic happens on a much smaller scale, when great minds
come together to share challenges, ideas, and solutions to help make sure our community gets even
better each year. Such was the case at the annual Strictly Business Forum event this past December.
A lively cast of characters representing small and large businesses across a variety of prominent
industries in the North Country gathered to compare notes about the state of business in the region:
Adam Crosley, Branch Manager,
Advisors Mortgage Group

Paul A. Grasso, Jr., President & CEO,
The Development Corporation

Lois Clermont, Editor, Press-Republican

Kristopher Renadette, Director of Advanced
Manufacturing and Technology,
Clinton Community College

Betsy Vicencio, Vice President/CFO,
The Northeast Group
D. Billy Jones, Assemblyman, NYS Assembly
Eric Zeisloft, Vice President of Operations,
Mold-Rite Plastics, LLC
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Justin Barrett-Stearns, Owner,
Mac’s Safe & Lock and Plattsburgh Knife Co

Don’t let
failure drive
you down,
let it fuel
your fire.
— Kristopher

Seek opportunities to foster the growth
of your employees. By investing in the
backbone of your business, you stand
poised for growth and success in your
own business. When our local businesses
succeed, we all succeed! — D. Billy Jones

Renadette

As 2016 draws to a close, there was general consensus around the table
that business this past year was solid. Optimism prevailed in large
part because of continued signs of growth and hope in the region —
the raising of a new building at Clinton Community College to house
the Advanced Manufacturing Institute (IAM), the promise of the
booming transportation equipment and aerospace industries, and
active community action groups making a difference in the quality
of life here year round.

aerospace sectors locally, we are going to be in huge competition for
employees,” she explained, “If there are fewer than 1,500 people left
in the area to choose from, and our starting wages are on the lower
end, we will likely be hiring people with a greater set of challenges to
be successful in the work place. Finding creative solutions to address
barriers to employment and improving the skill set of these employees is essential to the greater good of our business community. We
are starting to talk about that a lot.”

There is no doubt that the region is riding the wave of an exciting
period of growth. Wise business leaders know that with growth
comes change. The wisest business leaders realize that with change
comes the need for swift and effective responsiveness. While each
business is unique in the way it must respond to change, conversations at the Strictly Business Forum reminded everyone that we are
all in this together. To that end, several common themes emerged.

Our regional economic and community leaders are wide awake to
the workforce readiness issue and have been hard at work crafting
solutions for a number of years. Kristopher Renadette is at the helm
of the new Institute for Advance Manufacturing (IAM) program
housed at Clinton Community College (CCC). Renadette has been
working with companies to identify their workforce needs and partner with area schools and agencies to help meet those needs. “I work
with a lot of business and industry associated with manufacturing,” he
said. “Their biggest challenge is finding a skilled workforce. Building
that workforce pipeline through partnerships with business, industry, and education is the number one priority of the institute. The
success of the workforce pipeline starts by bringing awareness to the
community of the wealth of opportunities within manufacturing in
our area. I am happy to say that with the announcement of the IAM
and the on boarding of new companies in the community, awareness is climbing, perceptions are changing, and the enrollment in
the technology programs has gone up 10 percent over the last year.”

Readying the Workforce
When a new company like Norsk Titanium decided to put down a
footprint in the area, everyone’s first reaction was excitement at the
growth of new jobs and industry. With that in mind, Paul Grasso and
his team at The Development Corporation along with the staff at the
North Country Chamber of Commerce have been keeping a careful
eye on the number of available employees to support this growth.
“We have a 37,000 workforce count in the region, and our unemployment rate is now below 5 percent,” Grasso said, “so what we are
looking at is a pool of about 1,300–1,400 people available for work.”
During his recent campaign for New York State Assembly, D. Billy
Jones heard from a lot of business owners across the tri-county region.
“Being a politician, I thought for sure the number one concern I’d
hear about would be taxes,” he recalled, “Instead, it was having a
trained workforce.”
While there is a healthy community movement underway in the
form of Vision2Action to attract 3,000 new individuals and families to the area before 2040, everyone knows this achievement won’t
happen overnight. Local employers such as Mold-Rite Plastics continually struggle to retain employees who are attracted to better
paying jobs at various manufacturing companies. “We have done
extensive research on the local employment market and have a firm
understanding of our ranking with regards to pay and shift schedules compared to other manufacturing companies,” explained VP
of Operations Eric Zeisloft. “Despite challenges that exist within our
employment bracket we are taking aggressive steps to better position
ourselves to obtain and retain the best talent available.” Betsy Vicencio,
VP/CFO of The Northeast Group shared these concerns. “With the
increase of the number of jobs in the transportation equipment and

In an environment where there is increased competition for solid,
reliable employees, many of the business representatives around the
table have already been exploring ways to increase retention of their
current staff. Small business owner Justin Barrett Stearns tries to
offer bonuses and pay increases as often as possible, while keeping
his respect for his employees at the top of mind. “I will pay you whatever you are worth,” he shared, “I want to retain and attract talent. If
I get people who are loyal, they will make the company more money
and we will all benefit. Somebody’s got to give it first. Employees
aren’t in the position to give more first. It is employers who have to
take the lead on that.”
Mold-Rite and The Northeast Group are both putting significant
efforts toward addressing the needs of their employees, many of
whom are working low-skilled, low-paying jobs and struggling to
make ends meet. “We have made a commitment to help those workers
that no one else seems to want,” suggested Vicencio, “This is part of
our strategic plan. Hopefully there will be an expansion of training
opportunities for them to get some kind of post-secondary training.” Zeisloft cited the investment that Mold-Rite already makes in
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training. “We currently invest a great deal of time, resources, and money to train employees
both internally and externally. Our goal is to take a lesser skilled employee or possibly someone who has a couple of strikes against them in life and grow them to their full potential.
With this growth can come significant increases in salaries and leadership opportunities.”
Jones reminded the group that investing in training is not an option for a lot of small businesses. “To own a small business is a lot of work,” he explained. “They really don’t have time
to train their employees.”

Persevere, put in the effort,
and strive for success. Don’t
underestimate the amount of work
it is going to take to be successful.
— Paul Grasso

In addition to training needs, everyone was mindful of the need to have systems in place to
care for the human side of the workforce—the side that deals with alcohol or drug issues,
mental health challenges, and a myriad other personal factors that impact an employee’s
quality of life and quality of work. Vicencio forecasted an increasing need for services. “If
we bring in 3,000 families, they aren’t all going to be well educated, with no problems,” she
warned. “It is possible that this pool of people might include those harder to retain because
of social issues like poverty and mental health.” Grasso was optimistic. “If President Trump
is able to push his infrastructure plans through, I think that will put a lot of blue collar people back to work,” he surmised, “I honestly believe that if more people can work a job paying
a sustainable wage, a lot of the other problems we see will disappear.”
Having a good paying job might solve part of the problem, but Adam Crosley of Advisors
Mortgage Group sees a bigger issue. “There are so many people out there who are just plain
broke,” Crosley shared, noting a lack of education about personal finance for many. While
some thought student loans were a significant root cause of the problem, Crosley disagreed.
“The bigger issue is poor decision making,” he said. Crosley cited the example of auto loans
as an area of concern. “You have to provide months’ worth of poof to take out a home loan,
but you can take out a $70,000 truck loan with very little background paperwork.”

E-commerce Redefining Retail

Work is an action verb. You don’t
get the glory without doing the
work. Take pride in the work you
do, and always try to learn new
things. — Betsy Vicencio

With the explosive growth of e-commerce, traditional brick-and-mortar businesses are having flashbacks to a time not long ago when big box stores like Wal-Mart arrived on the scene
and threatened to put them out of business. Companies like Amazon offer busy consumers the convenience of shopping from their living rooms, at deep discounts and often with
free shipping. Local businesses feeling the pinch are less likely to have advertising dollars to
spend, and the Press-Republican has felt the impact. “We have held pretty steady for circulation,” explained editor Lois Clermont, “Retail advertising is a challenge for all newspapers.
Businesses are losing when people shop online.” The Northeast Group provides warehousing
and distribution services for over 100 companies, giving them a bird’s-eye view of the impact
of e-commerce. “Every one of our customers now has an e-commerce division for what they
do,” Vicencio commented, “We have had to completely reinvent ourselves to accommodate
what our customers need.” The Northeast Group has seen more need for packing and shipping directly to consumers as opposed to the usual bulk packing that has been the standard.
E-commerce isn’t all bad news. On the other hand, the internet has been critical for entrepreneur Justin Barrett Stearns. Mac’s Safe and Lock leveraged its online presence throughout
2016 as a means of expanding its customer base and reputation. “This year we sold safes as
far away as Ohio. We have created a name for ourselves nationally in the high security world
for safes,” Barrett Stearns shared.

Prepared for Change

You need to have a huge vision for
your success, and then multiply
the effort you think it is going to
take by 10. Be willing to strap in
and do the work. — Adam Crosley
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In addition to competing with local businesses for a finite pool of available workers, companies are looking for opportunities to capitalize on two other highly anticipated growth
areas—the Canadian market and the transportation equipment and aerospace industry.
Assemblyman Jones pointed to a recent statistic that indicated 15 percent of area employees work for a company with significant ties to Canada. Vicencio shared that most of the
fulfillment customers served by The Northeast Group are Canadian. Everyone agreed that
no business is unaffected by the economic impact of our northern neighbors. There was
significant angst around the table about a growing anti-trade sentiment that wove its way

throughout the recent presidential election. Our border is so close and so powerful a fuel
for our regional economic engine that any rhetoric about building walls across any border
is just not good for business.
In his surveillance of the coming changes, Adam Crosley decided to staff up early in anticipation of the growth in jobs locally. “I think there are going to be a lot of people coming in.
My gamble right now is my decision to grow my team ahead of time. Being in the service
industry I believe you have to give that ‘Wow’ level of service. That is how you get happy
customers who are out there singing your praises,” he shared.

What Makes Us Better
One of attributes that sets us apart from other communities is the openness and solidarity
with which we approach our challenges and celebrate our successes. This spirit of collaboration is at the root of initiatives like Vision2Action, the restoration of the historic Strand
Theater, and the development of the region as the Adirondack Coast—a true destination.
It is also evident in the Forum’s annual gathering of business leaders who are willing and
eager to share their challenges and problems with others and also share new perspectives
and solutions that can be applied elsewhere.

If you want to be great at
something, surround yourself with
five people who are better than
you at whatever you are trying to
accomplish. — Justin Barrett Stearns

One needs to look no further than a newcomer for confirmation. Zeisloft, who has been in
the area less than two years, commented about the ease with which he and his family integrated into this community. “My kids were on the front page of the newspaper before we
had lived here a month,” he said. “As I look around this table, there is hardly a person sitting here who I have not already had some kind of interaction with. I think the strength of
this community is in figuring out how we can work these pieces together.”
In spite of all the positive signs that our region has it all, there are some hurdles to overcome
in the court of public opinion. Grasso cited examples of a local mindset that still includes a
bit of surprise when encountering people who choose to relocate here. “Some people still ask
a newcomer, ‘Why did you move HERE?,’” he explained, noting that we need to do a better
job of embracing our location as a great place rather than ask people to defend their choice
to come here. “When I lived in San Diego, they declared themselves ‘Americas Finest City’ by
their own acclamation. They just said it—‘This is who we are’—and then went out and acted
like it. We have to stop talking and acting like it is a bad thing to live here.” Assemblyman
Jones agreed. “Let’s not forget about where we live. Where we live, people care. We have a
way of attracting people here. We have the Adirondacks here, and we have a big city a few
miles away. We can, and we should, continue to sell our area,” he added.
Press-Republican editor Lois Clermont clearly sees the role that the local newspaper has to
play in sharing the good news about the area, but realizes the need for community participation to make that effective. “It amazes me how many people don’t contact the newspaper
about things that are going on out there,” she said, adding that people need to remember
“how important newspapers are in sharing all points of view.” The need to spread the good
news about our region as far and wide as possible was acknowledged by all. Barrett Stearns
suggested that to reach young people, social media can be an effective tool. “If you want to
attract people in a certain demographic, you have to reach them in a way that is relevant,”
he explained, “Social media can be an effective solution.”
Sitting together for the morning and discussing business in the North Country gave all
participants an excellent opportunity to mindfully consider the strengths of the region and
collectively prepare for the challenges that lay ahead. Vicencio was optimistic, “We share
a holistic view of our workforce. I want to help my people, and you want to help your people—and when that happens we are all stronger because of it.” The event proved once again
that we are a community that espouses collaboration. We talk openly about the problems
we face and look to each other for solutions.
Yes, we are better together. And yes, it is that simple.

You must be able to accept
responsibility and be willing to
be held accountable. There is no
easy path to career growth but for
those willing to put in the time and
hard work the opportunities are
endless. — Eric Zeisloft

Technology is great, but sitting and
talking to each other is important.
That is how you find out what’s
going on and how to change
things. — Lois Clermont
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